Robust and sensitive subtype-generic HIV-1 pol genotyping for use with dried serum spots in epidemiological studies.
HIV-1 genotyping of larger pol-fragments from dried serum/plasma spots (DSS/DPS) is often hindered by RNA-degradation during transportation at ambient temperature. We evaluated an in-house HIV-1 DSS/DPS-genotyping assay designed in two shorter overlapping fragments covering all resistance mutations in protease and reverse transcriptase. Validation criteria such as specificity, detection limit, accuracy, reproducibility and storage conditions were assessed using reference plasma samples prepared as DPS and clinical DSS from the German molecular HIV-1 surveillance processed under real-life transportation conditions. The specificity was 100% for both samples types, and the experimental DPS detection limit of 1000 copies/ml yielded a 98.7% (3,329/3373) success rate for DSS (including all subtypes) above this detection limit. Accuracy for DPS compared to the gold standard was 99.1% and the reproducibility was 100% for DPS replicates and 99.9% for DSS pairs. Storage of DPS at room temperature was possible for 90 or 30 days and at -20 °C for at least 180 or 90 days at viral loads of 10,000 or 1000 copies/ml, respectively. The HIV-1 pol-genotyping assay presented here is a sensitive, robust and subtype generic tool for a large-scale population-based HIV-1 drug resistance surveillance for the use of DSS/DPS.